Abstract—We report the microstructural and magnetic properties of Ni\textsubscript{50}Mn\textsubscript{39}Sn\textsubscript{11} and Ni\textsubscript{50}Mn\textsubscript{36}Sn\textsubscript{14} ribbon Heusler alloys. Experimental results were obtained by differential scanning calorimetry, X-ray diffraction and vibrating sample magnetometry techniques. The Ni-Mn-Sn system undergoes a martensitic structural transformation in a wide temperature range. For example, for Ni\textsubscript{50}Mn\textsubscript{39}Sn\textsubscript{11} the start and finish temperatures of the martensitic and austenite phase transformation for ribbon alloy were $M_s=336$K, $M_f=332$K, $A_s=335$K and $A_f=343$K whereas no structural transformation is observed for Ni\textsubscript{50}Mn\textsubscript{36}Sn\textsubscript{14} alloys. Magnetic measurements show the typical ferromagnetic behavior with Curie temperature 207 K at low applied field of 50 Oe. The complex behavior exhibited by these Heusler alloys should be ascribed to the strong coupling between magnetism and structure, being their magnetic behavior determined by the distance between Mn atoms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HUESLER alloys of Ni-Mn-Sn has attracted much attention for scientific research due to their magnetic field induced strain [1], [2] magnetic shape memory effect [3], [4] and potential application for magnetic refrigeration at room temperature [5]-[9]. These alloys have ability to undergo a reversible first-order martensitic transformation (MT) from a high-temperature cubic austenite phase to a structurally modulated martensite phase [10], [11]. By lowering the temperature a cubic high temperature parent austenite phase transforms into a tetragonal, orthorhombic, or monoclinic martensite ordered by domains (the martensite structure of which can be 10\textit{M}, 14\textit{M}, $L_1_0$ or 4\textit{O} depending on the alloy composition and manufacturing conditions). The complex behavior exhibited by this non-stoichiometric Ni-Mn-Sn Heusler alloy is due to the strong coupling between magnetism and structure, and also the magnetic ordering of these alloys strongly depends on the distance between Mn atoms [12]. By adding other elements such as Cu, Co, Al etc. [13]-[16] and changing fabrication conditions [17], [18] are common ways to understand the structural and magnetic properties of these alloys. The magnetic properties and magnetocaloric effects in Ni-Mn-Sn alloys were found to be very sensitive to their composition and fabrication conditions. Therefore systematic studies on these alloys are still needed. Recently, Maziarz et al. reported that by varying the Ni/Mn ratio of Ni-Mn-Sn alloy melt-spun ribbons show a heterogeneous microstructure [19]. However, in particular, the Ni-Mn-Sn alloy system is an interesting class of materials due to the reported large magnetocaloric effect [5]. A specific feature of these alloys is that the saturation magnetization is greatly reduced or becomes almost zero upon the structural transformation from austenite to martensite [20], [21].

In last years, rapid quenching is employed to produce a high quality Heusler alloys. As a rule, the high cooling rate during the solidification process promotes a more homogeneous distribution of elements in the alloys significantly reducing both the amount of minor secondary phases and the temperature and time of annealing needed to achieve a nearly single-phase material. Hernando et al. [17], [22] have reported the highly ordered columnar-like grains in melt spun Ni-Mn-Sn ribbons running through the ribbon thickness. N. H Dan et al. [23] reported that with appropriate compositions and annealing conditions, the Ni-Mn-Sn shows both the positive and negative entropy changes with quite large magnitude. Therefore, Ni-Mn-Sn system is of prospective importance as ferromagnetic shape memory alloy and promising magnetic refrigerant alloy. In this work, we have investigated microstructural and magnetic properties of Ni\textsubscript{50}Mn\textsubscript{39}Sn\textsubscript{11} and Ni\textsubscript{50}Mn\textsubscript{36}Sn\textsubscript{14} as-cast ribbons.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

As-cast ingots with a nominal composition of Ni\textsubscript{50}Mn\textsubscript{50-x}Sn\textsubscript{x} (x=11, and x=14) alloys (at %), were produced by arc melting, employing highly pure elements. The obtained ingots were annealed in evacuated quartz capsule for 24 h at 1173 K and subsequently cooled down at room temperature. Ribbon flakes 1.5-2.0 mm width, 70\textmu m thickness and 4-5 mm length were produced by melt spinning in Ar atmosphere. The crystal structure was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Cu\textit{Kα} radiation at room temperature, and the composition analysis was performed through Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM, JEOL 6100) equipped with an Energy Dispersive X-ray microanalysis system (EDX, Inca Energy 200). Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) measurements below room temperature was carried out in the DSC Q 2000 calorimeter with a liquid nitrogen cooling system in a heating and cooling rate of 5 K/min. Magnetic properties for ribbons were measured with PPMS system (QUANTUM DESIGN Inc.) by using the Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM).
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technique between 5 K and 350 K with applied magnetic field ranging from 50 Oe up to 30 kOe. MT was characterized from thermomagnetic measurements, which means zero-field cooling (ZFC), field cooling (FC) and field heating (FH) routines that were performed using different applied magnetic fields.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Compositional Analysis

The ribbons of Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{50-x}$Sn$_x$ (x = 11 and 14) alloys the chemical composition were determined by Scanning electron microscopy equipped with EDS method.

Typical SEM images of fracture cross section and free surface of these as cast ribbons are presented in Fig. 1. Ordered columnar microstructure is observed in the cross section, indicating that the rapid solidification process induces the formation of textured polycrystalline ribbons [22], [24], [25]. Similar behavior has been reported in other Ni-Mn-Sn alloys [26]. An averaged composition of ribbon Ni$_{51}$Mn$_{36}$Sn$_{13.1}$ (x = 11) and Ni$_{52.4}$Mn$_{34.4}$Sn$_{14.2}$ (x = 14) has been found after a careful study carried out at different points of the sample. It is observed an appreciable shift of the nominal composition, which could cause changes in the magnetic properties with respect to this one. The estimated error in determining the concentration of each element is of ± 0.1%.

B. Calorimetric Studies

In order to characterize the martensitic transformation we have studied the thermal properties of Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{50-x}$Sn$_x$ (x = 11 and 14) ribbon alloy series by DSC at a heating and cooling rate of 5 K/min in a liquid nitrogen cooling system.

Fig. 2 shows the DSC heating and cooling curves in Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{50-x}$Sn$_x$ (x = 11 and 14) for as ribbon alloys. The peaks of the as quenched ribbon (x = 11) at % Sn content is clearly defined whereas the transformation peaks of the (x = 14) at % Sn content tend to be diffused and extended on a wider temperature range. This is due to annealing and as quenching procedure. Similar behavior was found in as bulk Ni-Mn-Ga alloys [27]. The characteristic transition temperatures at which martensite start and finish for ribbons are ($M_s$, $M_f$), and austenite start and finish ($A_s$, $A_f$) and the width of the hysteresis $\Delta T$ determined as the difference between the temperatures corresponding to the peak positions of the forward and reverse temperatures are collected in Table I.

As can be seen from Fig. 2 for x = 11, sharp exothermic and endothermic peaks which correspond to martensitic and reverse transformation, respectively, appear at around 220-350 K where the martensitic transformation starting ($M_s$) and finishing ($A_f$) temperatures are defined as the temperatures at which the extrapolation lines of those peaks and the base line cross. In addition, for Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{50-x}$Sn$_x$ (x = 14) border peaks appear and it is difficult to observe the transformation temperatures for this alloys. The same effect has shown in NiMnX (x = In, Sn, Sb) ferromagnetic shape memory alloys [28]. The DSC signals obtained in the two thermal cycles are describing well the successive structural and magnetic transitions in these alloys. It is shown from the thermodynamics parameters given in Table I, the initial TM value has decreased from a value 340 K at x = 11 at% Sn content. However, no TM value is seen at x = 14 alloy.

As can be seen from DSC thermograms in Fig. 2 (up), the $T_C$ and TM values have approached very close to each other so that only a single thermal signal arises out of a magnetostructural coupling. It is difficult to allocate TM values with such thermogram. These could be determined only
from thermomagnetic plots which will be discussed in the magnetic studies section. Obviously, the Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{50-x}$Sn$_x$ alloys, with $x=11$, show the martensite phase at room temperature, while the austenite phase appears at $x=14$, series alloys, the results obtained above from XRD analysis.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloys</th>
<th>$M_s$ K</th>
<th>$M_f$ K</th>
<th>$A_s$ K</th>
<th>$A_f$ K</th>
<th>$T_m$ K</th>
<th>$T_c$ K</th>
<th>$T_m$ - $T_c$ K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ni$<em>{50}$Mn$</em>{39}$Sn$_{11}$</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni$<em>{50}$Mn$</em>{36}$Sn$_{14}$</td>
<td>......</td>
<td>......</td>
<td>......</td>
<td>......</td>
<td>......</td>
<td>......</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**C. Structural Analysis**

Fig. 3 shows the x-ray diffraction patterns of Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{50-x}$Sn$_x$ (x=11 and 14) ribbon alloys at room temperature (RT).

It can be noted that the first alloy (x=11), display one kind of pattern while the other alloy (x=14) show another kind of pattern. As seen in Fig. 3 the alloys with x=11 shows the presence of mixed martensite and austenite phases at RT, while the other alloy (x=14) present an austenite phase. The inset shows the details in the range $400 \leq 2\theta \leq 460$. The martensite phase is indexed as an orthomorphic structure while the austenite phase is indexed as a cubic L2$_1$ structure. In Fig. 3 the miller indices (hk1) c and (hk1) o denotes the peaks in the L2$_1$ cubic and (Pmna) orthomorphic structure of the alloys respectively. The lattice parameter $a_c$ is calculated to be 0.598 nm for Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{39}$Sn$_{11}$ alloy and 0.6659 nm for Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{36}$Sn$_{14}$ alloy in the austenite phase. The presence of super lattice reflections (111) and (311) suggests that the alloys are crystalized in the highly ordered cubic L2$_1$ Heusler structure. The same results have been found for Ni$_{50-x}$Mn$_{37+x}$Sn$_{13}$ alloys [29].

It can be seen that decreasing Mn content or increasing Sn content for Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{50-x}$Sn$_x$ (x=11 and 14) alloy stabilizes the austenite phase at RT or in other words, an increase in Ni/Mn and Mn/Sn ratio suppresses the martensite phase and favors the formation of the austenite phase at RT. Moreover the intensity of (220) c peak is increasing by varing the x content from 11 to 14 in the Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{50-x}$Sn$_x$ alloys. As can be seen the poor intensity in this (220) c peak in the alloy consisting of x=11 is increasing regularly upon increasing the x-content to as large as 14. The specific peak becomes the most intense reflection in the XRD patterns in Fig. 3 upon martensite $\rightarrow$ austenite phase transformation in the Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{50-x}$Sn$_x$ (x=11 and 14) at% Sn content.

**D. Magnetization Studies**

M (T) for Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{50-x}$Sn$_x$ (x=11, and 14) ribbon samples is presented in Figs. 4 and 5. For M (T) the data have been recorded for zero field cooled (ZFC), field cooling (FC), and field heating (FH) protocols in presence of different applied magnetic fields from 50 Oe to 30 kOe up to maximum temperature of 350 K. Fig. 4 shows M (T) for the sample with x=11, and 14 for applied magnetic field of 50 Oe. At 50 Oe the sample with x=11 no structural transformation has been observed. In addition M (T) for the applied field of 1 kOe to 30 kOe is shown in Fig. 5.

The behavior of the M (T) for the both samples is that of a typical ferromagnetic with a curie temperature $T_c=207$ K. Since M (T) measurements are restricted to the maximum temperature of 350 K, the full hysteresis due to M (T) is only visible above this temperature range. A partial (minor) loop is seen for the x=11 sample, at 10 kOe and 30 kOe magnetic field. While no loop is present for the x=14 as the MT for these samples are well above 350 K. This is supported by the observation of pure martensite Orthomorphic phase in the x-ray diffraction at room temperature for that x=11 of the Ni$_{50}$ series samples. If we look carefully on the M (T) behavior of x=11 sample, a dip is observed within the region of MT. similar dip has been observed in some other FSMAs within the region of MT [6], [30]. It has been interpreted due to the existence of two critical temperatures corresponding to the FM phases of martensite and austenite. In certain situations, it might happen, particularly when TM is close to the $T_c$ of the austenite phase, the martensite $T_c$ may separate out from. As Mn is substituted...
for Sn, excess Mn atoms occupy Sn sites. In such spatial configurations, Mn atoms can have Mn atoms as nearest neighbors along the (110) directions. The Mn-Mn spacing, in this case, is similar than that in the stoichiometric compound and is, therefore, expected to in traduce AF exchange leading to local nonlinear spin structures which can pin the FM domains in different configurations depending on whether the sample is cooled through $T_c$ in an external field or not.

It has been shown that a partial substitution of Sn for Mn in Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{50-x}$Sn$_x$ alloys by $x=11$ and 14 leads to shift the value in the high temperature austenite phase to 207 K and 320 K, respectively. As can be seen that for Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{50-x}$Sn$_x$ ($x=11$ and 14) the $T_c$ value is increase with increase the Sn content as well as decrease the valance electron concentration. Similar results have been reported in other Ni-Mn-X (x=In, Sn, Sb) Heusler alloys [20], [31].

E. Hysteresis Behavior

The ferromagnetic nature of the as cast ribbons is evidences from the magnetization ($M$) versus ($H$) curves taken at different temperatures, as shown in Figs. 6 (a), (b) for Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{50-x}$Sn$_x$ ($x=11$ and 14). The measurements were carried out by cooling the sample from 375 K down to the required temperature of interest zero fields and then varying the field from 0 to $5T$.

Inset of Figs. 6 (a), (b) shows the low field region of the M-H loops, showing coercivity ($H_c$) of about 51 Oe, 22 Oe, and remanent magnetization ($M_r$) of about 2.539 emu/g, and 2.589 emu/g at 150 K for $x=11$, and 14 respectively. In addition the coercivity ($H_c$) of about 13 Oe and remanent magnetization of about 1.265 emu/g at 220 K for $x=14$ respectively. The values of $H_c$ and $M_r$ of the martensite phase at low temperature (150 K) are found to be higher than that of austenite phase at high temperature (220 K). The higher values $H_c$ and $M_r$ at low temperatures is attributed to the fact that low temperature twinned martensite phase is more disordered phase compared to the ordered austenite phase, which occurs at high temperature. Similar behavior has been reported for Ni-Mn-Sn alloys [32]. Since martensite phase is a disordered and low temperature phase, it possesses lesser energy than that of austenite phase. Therefore, the value of $H_c$, required for complete reversal of magnetization and $M_r$ is higher at low temperatures [33]. As can be seen, as temperature increases, the twin variants gets sufficient energy and less driving force is required for transformation from martensite to austenite phase due to which the value of $H_c$ and $M_r$ decreases at high temperature, i.e., in austenite phase.

At 150 K temperature the magnetization saturates at low temperature, and at 220K the saturation weakens leading to finite high field susceptibility. The $M$ ($H$) data at 350 K and 370K, which corresponds to the paramagnetic state, shows a linear behavior whereas below this temperature, the curve is nonlinear and exhibits a small coercivity in the hysteresis. The Magnetization loops show small hysteresis at all the measured temperatures. This reflects that the sample is a soft ferromagnetic both in the austenite and martensite phase. At higher temperatures 350 K and 375 K, in the austenite state, the sample is paramagnetic and orders ferromagnetically below $T_C=305$ K. As Mn is substituted for Sn, excess Mn atoms occupy Sn sites. As a results Mn-Mn spacing decreases which in turn introduce antiferromagnetic exchange. The $M$-$H$ curve do not saturate even at low temperature 150 K, owing to the presents of antiferromagnetic exchange. The lack of
saturation in magnetization can be seen more pronounced in samples x=11 at% of Sn contents with higher Mn concentration. The coexistence of antiferromagnetic exchange within the ferromagnetic matrix due to excess Mn in the crystal structure is an essential source of nonsaturation. At higher Mn concentrations, long range ferromagnetic ordering weakens appreciably. This can be seen in the M-H curves of Ni_{50}Mn_{36}Sn_{14} and in Figs. 6 (a), (b). The magnetizations of these samples are observed to be smaller in magnitude than that of Ni_{50}Mn_{36}Sn_{14} (x=14) samples which have well defined ferromagnetic ground state (Figs. 6 (a), (b)). At 350 K and 375 K (above the $T_C^M$), M-H curve is linear, the data deviates from linearity due to the presence of short range ferromagnetic correlations. The M-H curves were observed to be linear at high temperature 350 K and 375 K for all the samples whereas below this temperature 150 K and 220 K, the curve is nonlinear and exhibits a small coercivity in the hysteresis. This nonlinear behavior at 150 K and 220 K is attributed to the short range ferromagnetic correlations in the alloys.

IV. CONCLUSION

Structural and magnetic transitions in Ni-Mn-Sn ribbon alloys have been studied. The effect of varying either Ni/Mn or Mn/Sn on the structural transition temperature was found to be the same. The increment in magnetization around structural transition points to the fact that the Heusler alloy here studied could be of potential interest in multifunctional applications such as actuator and or magnetocaloric material if proper transition points to the fact that the Heusler alloy here studied could be of potential interest in multifunctional applications such as actuator and or magnetocaloric material if proper composition is chosen. For wider utilization it would be necessary to improve namely the structural and magnetic properties, e.g. by adding the composition such as Cu, Co, Al etc. More works in this regard are now in progress.
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